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MINUTES OF THE COMMITTEE MEETING OF THE BROXTOWE GROUP OF THE 

RAMBLERS HELD AT HIGHFIELDS FIRE STATION ON  

MONDAY 29th OCTOBER 2018 

 

Chair (HF)      Secretary (TJ) 

Treasurer (WH)     Membership Secretary (PC) 

Area Meeting Rep. (KJ)    Footpath Officer (MC)   

Walks Coordinator (KG)    Minutes Secretary (DN)   

Committee Member (JC)  

 

1. Apologies for absence Webmaster (SP), Committee member VT 

The Chair welcomed LD to the meeting as a visitor. 

 

2. Minutes of the meeting on 16th July 2018 were accepted as a correct record and signed. 

 

3. Matters Arising not covered by the agenda 

3.1 (5) Registers on Walks DN had drafted a register for use by walk leaders but no-

one had actually taken a register. It was agreed that in practice taking and then ensuring 

safe disposal of a register was too cumbersome and we would just encourage walkers to 

carry an ICE card. TJ offered to contact Ramblers' Central Office to obtain some extra ICE 

cards.          Action TJ 

3.2 (6) Holidays PC was meeting members Walk & Talk and would ask them about their 

holidays, which might be attractive to some of our members.  Action PC 

3.3(11) Beeston Carnival TJ had not contacted anyone yet but the Carnival is not until 

July 2019.         Action TJ 

3.3 (12) GDPR & September Membership Reports 

PC had purchased a shredder and reclaimed the cost. 

DN and HF had looked at and amended the Ramblers' GDPR spreadsheet in accordance 

with the Broxtowe Group's activities. HF noted a few pertinent points. 

Email We can contact new members, remind existing members to renew their 

subscriptions and send AGM notices to all members whether or not they have opted in to 

email communications. For anything else we must use the list provided by Central Office.  

Facebook The Group Facebook page is open to the public which means that we must be 

careful about the security of information displayed. HF suggested that we should ask 

members at the AGM whether they would like a closed Facebook page where more 

personal information could be shared. PC commented that we have had new members 

join because of Facebook and the public page can be used, like the website, to show when 

walks are changed or cancelled, information which may be of interest to visitors as well as 

members. PC is an administrator of the Facebook page. We might need both a closed and 

an open Facebook presence. 

Photos We can display photos of groups of people without individual consent but must 

obtain permission when the focus is on one or a few individuals or if the photo is to be 

used commercially. 

Holidays and Trips Lists of participants must be destroyed once the event has taken place. 

DN would circulate the revised spreadsheet to the Committee.  Action DN 

  

4. Reports 

4.1 Chair 

Again not a huge amount to report. I have continued to monitor the number of walkers when 

I can. Since our last meeting I have numbers for 10 Wednesday walks and 4 Sunday walks. 

On Wednesdays we have varied from 9 to 16 (average 13) including several walkers who 

regularly walk with other groups and at least one new member. On Sundays we’ve had 

between 4 and 7 (average 6). 

 

I’ve also been covering the vacant Welfare Officer position and have sent condolence cards 

to the families of two members who passed away. 
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4.2 Secretary  

TJ and DN had nothing to report other than that they continue to share the role, with TJ  

forwarding emails to the appropriate recipients and DN taking minutes of meetings. 

 

4.3 Treasurer 

I have just collected the annual report and end of year accounts from the Auditor (JS) who 

has examined them and found them to be in order. As the Area Treasurer has stepped down 

due to ill health I have sent the accounts to the Area Secretary (JA) who is dealing with 

them all now. I've attached the unsigned copy of the accounts but will bring the annual 

return to the meeting. (Copy appended) 

 

I did hear from Central Office about the bank charges that were being introduced. It will be 

easier to forward the letter onto you all, but basically we will be charged from now on. (Letter 

appended) 

 

I didn't get any more information from Central Office about the finances and GDPR despite 

a few emails. I will use my own judgement until told otherwise and keep the last six and the 

present year's accounts. 

 

At present SP and KG are signatories for the bank account. As SP is stepping down it would 

be wise to get somebody else on the committee to become a signatory. 

 

Outgoings since the last meeting have been: £27 for a shredder, £124 for programme 

printing and distribution, £52 for one member's walk recce expenses for 4 walks. 

 

We have £767 in the main funds and £543 in the social funds. 

 

Comments 

WH reported that she had sent the end of year Balance Sheet to the Area Secretary (JA) 

which is in a format that cannot be displayed as a pdf for circulation, but is basically the 

same information as in the end of year accounts presented.  

The auditor (JS) has offered to stand for re-election at the AGM. 

It was noted that the cost of printing the walks programmes had fallen significantly 

compared with the previous year.  

HF asked how much the bank charges were likely to affect the Group. WH said that cheques 

are mainly for coach trips, both from members and to pay the coach firm. KG does not cash 

the cheques until close to the trip in case refunds are requested. Because we have a healthy 

balance WH said the delay between paying in members' cheques and these clearing is not a 

problem but this would change if the balance was to fall.  

KJ though it likely that Ramblers' may change banks in future which would mean that all 

Groups would transfer to the new one.  

DN agreed to be added as a signatory for cheques over £100. WH would begin the lengthy 

process of arranging this with the bank.    Action WH & DN 

 

4.4 Webmaster 

My report for the meeting would simply be that I am resigning my current roles. 

I have looked after the bench this year, I will bring the brushes to the AGM so someone 

else can continue, unfortunately I think there is woodworm or similar as some of the wood 

is very crumbly. 

 

Comments 

It was agreed to seek someone to take on maintenance of the bench at the AGM. 

 

4.5 Walks Coordinator 

KG had provided a draft spreadsheet for the Winter2018/Spring2019 programme. 

For the 17 week programme he had received 33 walks. 

To date the walks submitted are: 
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Wednesday 

17 Long walks 

5 short walks 

There will be 6 Wednesdays with 2 walks 

Saturday 

1 short walk 

Sunday 

10 Long walks 

I have promises of another Sunday walk 

Will start dating them later this week. 

12 Walk Leaders have made submissions to date. 

 

Comments 

KG commented that he had received only 6 short walks (5 miles or shorter). He wondered 

whether some leaders could consider a figure of eight walk to accommodate both groups. 

JC said he thought this could be a problem if there was only one leader, since the short 

walk people tended to be much slower. However, WH said that she enjoyed chatting to the 

older members and was happy to walk slowly on the first part and then do a faster 

extension. Leaders at the meeting would consider figure of eight walks for the next 

programme. KG reported that he and others had recently walked with the Erewash Group, 

who are friendly and welcoming and have a good programme of shorter walks.  

KG aims to print the programme in time for the AGM on 26th November. Since changes to 

the Committee would not be official until the AGM, it was agreed to list these in the 

programme as vacancies. 

Hull had been suggested for the next coach outing but KG thought this might not be 

attractive to members. He had considered Cambridge but thought this would be too busy 

with tourists. Gloucester is his current preferred favourite; it is a little further than Chester 

but an easy journey by motorway. It was agreed to ask members at the AGM whether they 

would prefer Hull or Gloucester. 

HF wanted to remind walk leaders to recce walks in advance. Some recent walks had been 

longer than expected and some walkers might struggle if a walk advertised as 8 miles was 

in fact 10. KG would email a message worded by HF to all walk leaders. 

          Action HF and KG 

 

4.6 Footpath Officer 

Footpaths at Strelley – user enquiry 

A number of queries raised by a non-member walker were sent to our Webmaster who copied 

them to me.  They related to Strelley paths just north of the M1 and were satisfactorily 

resolved by a site visit.  This visit did however raise some other minor problems regarding 

signs and stiles which I have reported to AS.   

 

Footpath dispute, Newthorpe 

The dispute concerning paths FP32 and 40 between Newthorpe and Greasley is in the hands 

of AS  who has contacted the responsible officer at VIA East Midlands ROW Maintenance 

Team    AS has undertaken to inform us of VIA’s response.   

 

Footpath closures, Attenborough Nature Reservee Reserve 

Measures by Nottingham Area to oppose the footpath closures are being coordinated by 

Area RoW Officer (SteveP).  He is seeking to gather user evidence from several sources.  As 

part of this process I circulated an email to our members but this has so far produced no 

responses beyond the five members who had already told me they would participate.  

Most of the threatened paths are in Derbyshire and I contacted Erewash Group who are of 

course aware of the problem and are themselves taking action.  I understand SteveP is in 

touch with Erewash Group and is also planning a number of other measures. 

  

Possible Right of Way claim, Babbington 

As reported previously this rests with Area and as there are good alternative defined 
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footpaths I don’t intend to press the issue further. 

 

Comments 

Attenborough/Eaton Lakes was discussed under items 5 on the agenda. 

 

4.7 Membership Secretary 

The latest information from Head Office shows that we now have 192 members; 

Individual members: 88  

Joint members: 66  

Concessions: 35   

Life Members: 3  

 

The Ramblers Association is rolling out a new method of presenting membership data, this 

will be called Dashboard.  I have registered for online training, and this will take place on 

Friday 9th November. 

In respect of GDPR, we have now been given permission to contact, once only, members 

who haven’t stayed a preference about their email addresses being used.  However, in the 

Broxtowe Group, the members who haven’t stated a preference haven’t revealed their 

email addresses to the RA. 

We now have a category of affiliated members, these are members of other groups who may 

walk with us from time to time.  If they have registered their email address with their own 

group it is OK to add their email address to our list. 

 

Comments 

PC had registered for a 90 minute long online training session on the new Ramblers' 

Dashboard. We should remember to mention affiliated membership to members of other 

groups who walk with us. They should contact PC who can add them to the Broxtowe email 

list to receive news, walk programmes, etc. 

 

4.8 Area Rep  

I attended the Area Council meeting on Tuesday 16th October 2018. 

Several relevant matters were considered and I have selected 7 to share with you. 

Council are anxious to increase visits to the Area Website, which contains links to all 

groups in Nottinghamshire and also contains a large amount of interesting and relevant 

information relating to many issues (e.g. some fairly detailed monitoring of the progress of 

HS2 planning). 

 

There are still a number of places available on the First Aid training courses being run 

around the county. The courses at Nottingham - Monday 19th November and Mansfield - 

Thursday 8th November, have places available. Please email the Area Secretary (JA) if you 

wish to attend, but swiftly please! 

 

Annual financial returns to Area and central office may be a little delayed this year as our 

Treasurer is very unwell and we may need to re-apply for the necessary forms.  

The Membership Secretaries' Dashboard is being rolled out and on-line, one-to-one training 

is available to group membership secretaries in preparation for 'going live' in 

Nottinghamshire on 12th November. As I understand it, this will enable constant oversight 

on membership and contact issues rather than relying on the weekly and monthly reports. 

The topic for discussion at this meeting was a short workshop on some Rights of Way 

issues led by the Area Chairman (JMcG). An interesting insight into the work of ROW 

officers using two real, local examples. The next topic for discussion (Tuesday 15th 

January), will be Compiling a Walk Programme. All group walks co-ordinators are invited to 

attend to share best practice with other groups. 

 

Area RoW Secretary (SteveP) spoke at some length about the Eaton Lakes bridleway 

extinguishment and would like to meet with any local walkers who would be willing to fill in 

a form indicating long term use of this permissive bridleway ( ten years before 2007?). He 
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also proposed a publicity event hosted by Ramblers in association with Nottinghamshire 

Wildlife Trust to highlight the benefits of walking the Trent Valley Way and associated ways 

around the Attenborough Nature Reserve. Of course this will give Broxtowe Ramblers a good 

platform to publicise our work in furthering healthy walking. It would be sensible to further 

our contact with Erewash Ramblers since the bridleway is within their area. 

 

5. Bridleway at Eaton Lakes 

KJ explained that the owners of Eaton Lakes Farm propose closing the concessionary bridleway 

through their land which is presently used by many local walkers. They have suggested a possible 

alternative route should be taken forward by the local Council. The Notts RoW Officer (SteveP) 

is keen to campaign to keep the path open and an event (perhaps next Easter) with other local 

Ramblers groups and the Wildlife Trust has been suggested. The Eaton Lakes path links to others 

including the Trent Valley Way and may well attract the same level of objections as at Lady Bay 

where more than 200 people have submitted evidence. 

HF was not keen to involve the Broxtowe Group in a campaign since the path is a concessionary 

one rather than a right of way and mostly lies within Derbyshire. However, any individuals in the 

Group who use the path could be encouraged to complete User Evidence forms. Area RoW Officer 

(SteveP) would be pleased to advise people on how to complete the forms most effectively.  MC 

suggested that this be raised at the AGM to draw attention to the issue and allow members to 

act on their own personal choice rather than involving the Group in a campaign. 

 

6. Children in Need Rambles 

TJ suggested that we could raise some money for Children in Need by collecting donations on 

walks falling during the TV charity fundraising period. In discussion some concerns were raised 

about collecting for another charity at a Ramblers event. In the end it was agreed to leave it to 

individuals to make their own personal donations to the cause. 

 

7. Publicity Leaflets 

HF handed round spare copies of the publicity leaflets for distribution by committee members. 

Most venues could be usefully revisited. KJ would leave some in Magic Mountain. Action All 

 

8. Position of Welfare Officer 

HF reported that during the last year she had sent 2 get well cards and 2 bereavement cards to 

members. TJ volunteered to take on the role but asked that other members keep her informed 

of illnesses etc. 

 

9. First Aid Courses 

First Aid courses targeted at walkers are currently being run around the county and places are 

still available in Nottingham (19th Nov) and Mansfield (8th Nov). WH advised that they are short 

courses (2 hours) which would not be certificated. However, they are free and would be well 

worth attending as a refresher or for the essentials. She is to attend an accredited 4 hour course 

run by the Red Cross at a cost of £45 which will complement one previously attended. She added 

that she had recently used her first aid skills to assist a member of the public. 

 

10. Committee Changes 

The Webmaster (SP) and Footpath Officer (MC), are stepping down at the AGM. The 

Webmaster manages the website and social media and is editor/administrator for the GWEM, 

ordering the printing of the programme once details have been input by KG. SP was away but 

LD had seen her email about the role of Webmaster and thought that the work involved 

seemed straightforward enough. She would talk to SP before the AGM to find out more about 

the role but she thought that it was something she could take on and for which she would be 

prepared to volunteer.       Action LD and SP 

SP had also sent information to some local magazines but the walks listing in the Nottingham 

Post had been abandoned. HF commented that we do not have a Publicity Officer and this was 

not something the Webmaster was required to do. 

MC was grateful to RC who had expressed an interest in standing as Footpath Officer at the AGM. 

JC said that he was prepared to continue on the Committee but if anyone else would like to join 
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he would gladly stand down. 

HF gave advance notice that she would stand down as Chair at the 2019 AGM. She would mention 

this at the 2018 AGM so that members can begin to think about a successor. 

Other committee members were willing to continue. 

 

11. Ramblers' Volunteer Roadshows 

HF suggested keeping an eye on local venues for the Roadshows in 2019. Several members had 

attended one in Leicestershire last year and had picked up some useful information. No 

forthcoming Roadshows are currently listed on the website. 

 

12. “Walking Words” 

Lexicographers at the OED are appealing for help in compiling terms used in hobbies, including 

walking. Suggestions may be made online at https://public.oed.com/appeals/hobby-words/ or 

through Twitter at #hobbywords. 

 

13. Festival of Winter Walks 

Any walks in our programme during the period 23rd December 2018 - 7th January 2019 will 

automatically be included in the Festival of Winter Walks. Last year a walk during the festival  

had attracted 30 plus walkers but this may have been just because it was an attractive walk. 

 

14. 30th Anniversary Celebrations 

This would be celebrated in 2019. HF thought it would be nice to have a commemorative item 

such as a badge. She had costed up cloth badges embroidered with a design at £150 for 200 

and pin badges, with up to five designs, at £86 for 200.  

A small group was formed to take plans forward. TJ, VT, JC and KG volunteered, with TJ to 

coordinate. They would need to liaise with WH regarding costs.    Action TJ, JC, KG and VT 

 

15. Walks Brochure Cost Management 

KG reported that approx. 110 members when last asked (circa 2010) didn’t sign up to forego a 

printed copy instead of an e-mail only copy. Approx 90 of these members receive them by post 

costing annually circa £150 in stamps. He suggested e-mailing members again but PC said that 

we do not have email addresses for about a third of our members.  

TJ suggested that we distribute more by hand. HF reminded the committee that many copies 

had been collected at last year's AGM and hand delivered. KG would forward on to Committee 

members a list of the addresses of those who have programmes posted to them. This should 

enable us to establish how many might be easily deliverable by hand and who would deliver 

which. KG would then bring programmes in addressed envelopes to the AGM for collection. 

           Action KG  

  

16. AGM Agenda Items 

In addition to the items already noted were:- 

 Remind members to register their emails with Central Office 

 Gauge interest in 30th Anniversary celebrations and invite ideas  

DN would draft an agenda for circulation to the Committee.    Action DN  

 

17. Group Holidays past & future 

The Group holiday to Church Stretton had been very successful and enjoyable, with excellent 

feedback from the eight people who had taken part. It was agreed that we should aim to build 

on that success with another holiday in 2019. RM had been a good leader and his experience 

would be useful in future planning. 

 

HF had looked at four large, self catering properties available through the Landmark Trust (3) or 

HolidayCottages.co.uk and had circulated her findings in advance of the meeting. Prices were 

given for 4 night stays at various times of the year and for two occupancy levels up to a maximum 

of 12 people.  

VT had commented that she enjoyed staying at the HF house because she did not have to cook. 

There were some concerns expressed about self catering but HF was sure this would not be a 

https://public.oed.com/appeals/hobby-words/
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problem if cooking was shared. She had also obtained prices for Newfield Hall, the HF house at 

Malham, Yorkshire, (£250-£350 per person) for the same dates as the Landmark Trust prices. 

 

One advantage of the HF houses is that a number of pre-planned walks of different grades are 

readily available. If we went to a self catering house we would have to devise our own walks, 

although we could contact a local Ramblers group for advice. Planning and making  arrangements 

are difficult since it is hard to know at what stage to book and commit to a date.  Spring was 

suggested as an alternative to autumn because we expect to celebrate the 30th Anniversary in 

September and many people book their own holidays at that time of year. 

 

KG suggested that members of the Erewash group might join us if we needed more people. HF 

thought that non-walkers might join a holiday if it was to a pleasant location with other 

attractions. Having a larger group would allow for a variety of longer and shorter walks or 

sightseeing alternatives. It is hoped that in the longer term a group of regular holiday goers 

might emerge. 

 

It was agreed to ask members at the AGM if they would be interested in a Group holiday,  whether 

they would prefer catered or self-catering accommodation and ideas for preferred dates and 

venues. Since numbers attending the AGM are small, it would be useful to email all members 

with the various options and ask those who are interested to reply with their preferences.  

        Action HF and KG 

 

18. Any other business 

18.1 Emailing Members KG maintains an email list of members and is happy to act as 

postman but he requested that messages should come from Chair, Secretary or other 

committee member, rather than from himself. Ideally they should be sent to him as an 

attachment. 

18.2 Upcoming Walks JC was unable to lead the next two walks he had in the programme 

due to health issues. KJ and TJ offered to lead the next walk on 7th November, which JC had 

recced; MC might lead the second walk on 5th December if someone would help him, 

otherwise it would be cancelled. 

 

19. Date of next meeting Informal meeting Monday 21st January 7pm at the Admiral Rodney 

WH to book.         Action WH 

 

 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.05pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


